
 

Greetings Everyone, 

 We have survived our 1st month of school. Join me in congratulating our Student of the Month– Alec 

W. Alec has really shown great improvement this year. I’m very impressed with his drive to do well 

throughout the day. He has put forth a positive attitude that I’m very appreciative for. Continue the great 

work Alec. 

 It’s progress report time, remember to print out your child’s progress report, sign and send back to 

me by Wednesday, Oct. 8.  If you have any questions and would like to stop by and see me to discuss your 
child’s progress, feel free to e-mail me to make an appointment.  

 The month of October is a month in which we gather as a school to pray the Rosary, we gather once 

a week on Thursdays. You are welcomed to join us at 9:00 A.M. in the Church. Let us pray for all the unborn 

babies of the world and for their families, so that they may see what a true gift God gives us through the life 

of a baby. 

 This weekend is our St. Mary Fiesta.  Don’t forget to come and support our school vendors. 

 Finally, next week we will start ITBS Testing, our yearly standardized test. Testing will start on 

Tuesday, please make sure that your children get plenty of rest and have a good breakfast. This is a small part 

in ensuring that they do well in the exam. 

 

Subject Highlights: 

 

U.S. History– The 8th graders have been learning about the Thirteen Colonies and how they shaped how 

the U.S. runs today. Our project for this lesson was to create a colony that could survive Colonial Times. 

We started with five colonies and we are down 

to two, the colony of Trentown and Jekamabri. 

Unfortunately, the colonies of Monopoly, 

Prestown, and Seven Points did not make it. 

We will end our project on Friday and I will 

give you an update on the last two remaining 

colonies. I did hear that Jekamabri attacked 

Trentown, and that Trentown’s leader was taken 

by a local Native American group. Ask your child 

for more details. Beware, for there are spies all 

over and I think I’ve said too much. 
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Medieval and Modern Times:  

The 7th graders have learned about the Roman and Byzantine Empire. We are currently learning about the 

Arabian peninsula and the rise of Islam. For this class I have decided to combine Art and History. For the past 

unit we did mosaics, which turned out beautifully. This time around we are learning about the need for hu-

mans to be perfect in order to feel close to God. Of course, we all know that only the Holy Trinity is perfect 

and that we can only but hope to please God through our actions. Nonetheless, history has shown us the 

struggle of human kind to reach perfection. One of these struggles takes us to the discovery of Lines of Sym-

metry. There’s nothing more perfectly made, according the human race of the Medieval Arabian Peninsula, 

than a symmetrical figure. Hence, they started building beautiful temples, tapestries, stain glass windows, and 

the list goes on an on. So, we have incorporated a little bit of Math into our Social Studies class, and we are 

creating our own lines of symmetry pieces.  



Room 11 Mosaics: 

 



Middle School Mathematics: 

In mathematics we have a daily Problem of the Day (POD), which helps get our brain ready for math. I have seen 

great progress in the ability of the students to come up with an answer to the problems. The problems I give them 

are meant to be challenging, and the students took the challenge head on. Another thing that you could be looking 

for is our weekly Problem of the Week (POW). This problem is given to the students on Mondays and it’s due on 

Fridays. I’ve told the students that my concern is not that they get a right answer, even though that would be a plus, 

but that they can show me their work in attempting to solve the problem.  

 

This week’s problem of the week is as follows: 

 

Making Triangles 

Remove three sticks from the figure below to form three triangles.  

 

 

 

Thank you for all of your support.  

Mrs. Martinez 

 


